BAHAMA® »JUMBRELLA« – The Original.
Unrivalled for Decades. Worldwide.
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made in Germany
What is the current state of the
BAHAMA® line »JUMBRELLA«?
Were it all of four models in 1976 when
kind of a systematized production started
gradually, the current range has since
grown to 13 basic models of round, square
and rectangular canopy shape (see pages
23-24) and, JUMBRELLA (int’l pat. reg.) is
by far not the only among our BAHAMA®
mfg. lines. If you multiplied each one of the
said 13 basic models by the number of their
various footing alternatives, built-in options
and special editions available, you would
end up with a choice of 6,656 and, multiplied
by 13, a total number of 86,528 virtual
versions. That’s the realistic number of
varieties for which raw materials, wrought
products, model-related mechanical &
electromechanical components, etc. must at
all times be in stock in sufficient quantities
along with instantly available processing
& finishing capacities as might be required
to execute customer orders within an
acceptable period of time. Even though
not calculated in this context, the special
membrane fabric has to be in stock in 22
different plain colour shades, each one of
them in a predetermined minimum running
metrage! In view of all these growingly
complex correlations – dawning already
by the turn of the millenium, planning and
constructing the new BAHAMA® plant in
Rhenish Wehnrath’s industrial area had
turned out inevitable: Eventually, all of our
production and administrative divisions
moved in by the end of 2004.

BAHAMA® structures completely
designed and manufactured in
Wehnrath:
Apart from basic raw materials such as
steel, aluminium, technical fabrics and few
wrapping & packaging devices, thousands
of different wrought products, structural
components & elements, including the
TÜV-certified special BAHAMA® lamps,
are processed on state-of-the-art precision
machines in our Wehnrath production
facilities. For instance, solid flat materials

Besides »JUMBRELLA CXL« and »MAGNUM«, JUMBRELLA is the very BAHAMA® line which
all basic models/sizes of are available – partly have been since 1991 – with various types of
factory built-in (TÜV-certified) optional equipment that is most vital to F&B outdoor operators:
•

BAHAMA® Light

230/240V energy-saving lighting
•

page 17

BAHAMA Heater
®

[400V/3-ph.] 240V infrared heating
•
•

pages 18-19

BAHAMA Sound
®

speaker system, mono a/o stereo

page 20

BAHAMA TV		

separate 2012 doc.:
»public outdoor screening«

®

frame prefitted for dual flat screen application

Other types of optional equipment/editions available with JUMBRELLA models:
• BAHAMA® Custom
frame coating

•

BAHAMA Maritime

structural frame with deep-sea/
coastal V4A stainl.-steel elements
•

BAHAMA TVR

page 16

®

TVR = textile linking & draining gutter devices
•

non-coated metal parts
in off-shore steel alloy

BAHAMA® Print

durable printwork on membranes, suitable
even for single pcs. if digitally
•

to RAL col. shade

®

BAHAMA Cooler

page 21

®

adiabatic cooling system (int’l pat. pend.),
structurally integrated

such as steel, aluminium, synthetic resin,
even wooden are cut on a computercontrolled hydro-cutting machine laid out
to cut up to 25 mm thick steel at an
allowance of ± 0.1 mm. Subsequent processing is executed by triaxial, partly
fouraxial computer-controlled machines
at an operating precision that can only be
defined and entered in μ (thousandth mm).
The geometric fabric segments – 6 to 24
relative to the JUMBRELLA model – are
cut on a computer-controlled conveying
& cutting machine [”Laser Cutter”] that
operates at a cutting allowance of ± 0.1 mm.

separate 2012 doc.
for additive arrangements

The individual betex®05 fabric segments
of membranes ordered custom-branded or
personalized are durably printed on an
extra large computer-controlled digital printer
that is suitable to reproduce photo-realistic
print images on no matter what colour base
of the fabric. ”Durably” meaning that the
printwork – except by impact of mechanical
violence – is resistant to auto-peeling and
membrane laundering. Provided orderer or his
agency submits to us vectorized ai or eps
data of the desired print image(s), there is
practically no shade nuance, no chromatic
gradient and no finest graphic contouring the
digital printer cannot reproduce absolutely true.
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The British call it a »finished product«.
That’s what they mean if they want to express that even the
least important part or detail has been shaped perfectly.
2
1 BAHAMA® JUMBRELLA packed in its heavy-duty
transport cylinder with unscrewable solid head covers
recessed to facilitate manual handling.
2 The yet wrapped umbrella as installed in a fourfold
levellable BAHAMA® »Universal Portable Foot«. The
heavy-weight foot can be translocated by using a
forklift or hydraulic pallet hand truck.
3 The same umbrella – secured by buckle strap
yet – upon removal of its either optional »Reusable
Protective Cover« or standard plastic hose (for ”inner
transport wrapping”) and upon mounting its solid
conical top cover in zenith.
4 JUMBRELLA after having been unfolded and pretensioned by its right-hand »Primary Tension Latch«:
To complete tensioning (aftertensioning), engage the
articulated tensioner in the catch at the lowermost
end of the rod overhead, then turn the left-hand
»Secondary Tension Latch« down wholly.

11 For ”(semi-)permanent installation” of the
JUMBRELLA: Picture showing the underground element of the entirety of the TÜV-certified »Universal
In-Ground Sleeve« set # 0451-99/E and 1451-99/E,
respectively. The underground element basicly coming
with a copy of the umbrella model-related foundation
drawing is to be cast in concrete flush with finished
ground level.
12 Picture showing the underground element with its
massive metal cover screwed off: The black rubber ring
being pressed when either cover screwed on again
(picture 11) or umbrella installed (picture 13) prevents
surface water from penetrating the underground tube
element.

5 Picture detail showing the unfolded and readily
tensioned configuration with both tension latches
properly locked up to prevent the structure from being
handled by unauthorized hands.

13 Schematic depiction showing the JUMBRELLA
structure readily installed in the »Universal In-Ground
Sleeve«. The horizontal limit line between medium and
light blue is to demonstrate the finished ground level
(”flush with ...”).

6 View from underneath: Corner section of a
JUMBRELLA with »traditional« (valance-equipped)
membrane at the end of one of the diagonal arms
(square canopy shape). Sectional roof joints are slaved
along their arms the way that they cannot shift laterally but are free to shift and thus being pretensioned
by V4A stainless-steel tensioners (at the end of arms)
in radial/longitudinal direction. The slaved guiding
system itself is hidden so not visible at all.

14 The octagonal ”Heavy-Duty Flat Foot« # 0334/E
and/or 0335/E (approx. 50 cm in overall dia.) is for
locally (semi-)permanent installation on massive
concrete ground by using ea. 8 heavy-duty dowel-type
bolts (e.g. HILTI), or on thick timber planks by using
ea. 8 heavy-duty coach bolts (like to DIN 603).
Foot made of solid steel welded, sandblasted,
hot-dipped, additionally powder-coated in white
(RAL 9016) and baked at >200° C.

7 Stretchers are hinged to the arms indirectly: The
double-shear bearing receiving the stretcher is formed
by the slaved U-shaped subrail that reinforces the arm
profile within its specificly stressed part sector.
8 Double-shear articulation of arms at the ”crown”
on top of the vertically moving inner pole. The circular
ventilation opening in the fabric membrane is covered
by the solid conical top cover at a clear vertical
distance of several centimetres.
9 For ”mobile installation” of the JUMBRELLA:
TÜV-certified »Portable Universal Foot« in its single
item-packed loading/shipping condition.
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10 JUMBRELLA readily installed and locked up in its
»Portable Universal Foot«. The locking device is to
prevent the structure from being removed from its
heavy-weight foot by unauthorized persons.

15 The stainless-steel BAHAMA® brand plate with
the unmistakable serial production number ”SNR”
stamped into. The plate with its SNR is removable
from the frame only by violent destruction. Any
(factory-coded) SNR is not only for evidencing buyer’s/orderer’s legitimate ownership but also to provide seller and/or manufacturer with full information
on each individual JUMBRELLA unit’s genesis enabling
identification and precise determination of possibly
requested spare parts such as, for instance, a factorynew replacement membrane.
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OPTION 1: BAHAMA® »Print« –
personalized or custom-printed promotional JUMBRELLAs

The BAHAMA® factory has three different printing
procedures at its disposal, either one of them requiring
a different method of generating print images:
Whereas both digital and conventional flat-bed silk
screen printing are executed on the acrylate-coated
fabric side of each individual segment cut to be sewn
to complete a membrane, through-printing also
designated transparent-printing is executed by consecutively printing repeat images onto preconditioned
white polyester fabric. Thereupon, the fabric still on
roll is transparent-coated and sealed on its printed
i.e. the side that is exposed to weathering. Only thereafter, the fabric is cut into the geometric segments
necessary to be sewn to the membrane suitable and
ready to be mounted onto the folding frame of the
JUMBRELLA.

Advantages & disadvantages of the
various printing techniques
DIGITAL PRINTING

+ Delivers sharply-defined, quasi photo-realistic print
images in countless different colours, nuances and
shadings on any no matter which plain-colour
fabric base.

+ For single membranes and quantities of 15 to 20

equally made up membranes, digital printing is by
far the most economical technique available.

+ No other printing technique requires a shorter lead
		and production time.
– Gradually looses its economical advantage per unit
with production quantities exceeding 20 to 25
equally printed membrane units.
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SILK SCREEN PRINTING – conventional
+ Practicable on any no matter which plain-colour
fabric base – if necessary, by way of underlaying
white.
+ Develops growingly efficient with quantities
beyond 15 to 20 membrane units.
+ Production/delivery time required is moderately
longer than with digital printing.
– Less suitable if outspokenly photo-realistic images
or subtile colour nuance shadings are required.
– Looses its economical advantage with production
quantities that exceed 50 to 60 equally printed
equal-size membrane units.
THROUGH-PRINTING (transparent-printing)
+ Allows printing over the entire surface of the on-roll
fabric material, including multi-colour images and
an overall basic plain colour shade that is desired for
the ground on which images are to appear.
+ Transparency effect: As viewed from underneath
the umbrella, print images appear certainly mirrorinverted but as unless even brighter and more
brilliant than viewed onto from top or outside.
+ Develops growingly efficient with quantities
exceeding 50 to 60 same-size membrane units.
By far the most economical printing method if
quantities go into the hundreds of equally printed
same-size membrane units.
– Not efficient with production quantities below 50
to 60 same-size membrane units.
– Due to its system-related lead time, production/
delivery takes distinctly more time than any other
printing method.
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OPTION 2: BAHAMA® »Light«.
After-dark attractiveness of your terrace is but one thing, a
warm atmosphere underneath the umbrellas is another.
Any of the JUMBRELLA models can be factory-equipped with the wholly built-in optional »BAHAMA®
Light« equipment (TÜV-certified) which, however, is
not retrofittable basicly. The TÜV Certification does
not only cover the electric light system (including the
»External ON/OFF Control Unit«) as such but also the
JUMBRELLA equipped with it and, in connexion with
that, the associated (semi-)permanent footing devices
»Universal In-Ground Sleeve« and/or »Asymmetric
Underground Footing Console«.
The insulated, additionally metal profile-cased power
feed wires are factory-fixed inside the major pole
of the structure so that they are neither visible nor
accessible from outside. Each individual JUMBRELLA
equipped with »Light« comes with its associated
»External Control Unit« (”ECU” with built-in automatic
safety switch) which is to be installed & connected to
the source inside the nearest building. Major reason
for each one ECU per structure is that, among several
structures, an isolated short circuit can be localized
instantly (contrary to an external collective control
system).
Lights of the JUMBRELLA are normally switched on
and off inside the ECU. Besides, each of the four lamps
inside the structure is equipped with a separate switch
allowing to switch off just one or two lamps if, for
instance, four lamps on appear to deliver too much
brightness underneath the umbrella. Lamps to be and
remain switched off prior to closing and strapping the
umbrella.

1 BAHAMA® »Light« – Specifications
4 pcs. BAHAMA® lamp:
ea. 11 watt
AC Power source/feed:
230/240 volt
Connecting load:
0.05 kW
Consumption/operational hour:
44 watt
Collective candlelight power:
approx. 240 watt
Bulbs:
screwable
Translucent solid screens:
catching

3

2 The »External ON/OFF Control Unit« (”ECU”)
3 TÜV-certified »Universal In-Ground Sleeve« set
# 0451-99/E or 1451-99/E, with flexible conduit
extension.
4 Upon unscrewing the metal ”traffic cover”, the underground power feed cable surplus is to be pulled up
to extend by 40 to 50 cm from finished ground level
to enable connecting works prior to actually erecting
the structure.
5 These alternative power feed systems in combination with mobile installation of any JUMBRELLA
equipped with optional »BAHAMA® Light« are practicable in compliance with the manufacturer’s instructions, but are not approved nor certified by the TÜV.
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Option 3: BAHAMA® »Heater« –
for permanent Jumbrella installations. Designed
to extend your outdoor terrace season by months.
This version of the built-in (non-retrofit) optional,
TÜV-certified electric »Heater« equipment is available
only if the »Asymmetric Universal Underground Console«, either # CHIRA-0451 or -1451, is cast in concrete on orderer’s site. The equipment is available in
two different editions: With individually ON/OFF-switchable, CO2 emission-saving infrared radiators or, in
the upgraded edition, with the same radiators at the
difference that these can individually be controlled
(infinitely) variably. Both of them to be controlled
out of the »External Control Units« (”ECU”) that are
to be installed and connected to the primary power
source in the building nearest to the JUMBRELLA
installations.
On-site prerequisite required for the installation of
any heater-equipped JUMBRELLA is a 400-volt/3phase source for input into the »External Control Unit«
(ECU) which forms part of the option 3 equipment.
Power output of the ECU to the 4 radiator units of the
JUMBRELLA is on 230/240-volt AC. Connecting load
required to operate any »Heater«-equipped umbrella
is 8.1 kW (including 0.05 kW for »Light«) per each
JUMBRELLA structure.
Nominal performance of each of the 4 TÜV-certified
(to IP65 – extremely humid-air operation standard)
radiator unit is 2,000 watts. Radiators furnish an
instant, simultaneously perceptible warmth generated
by short-wave infrared radiation. It is exactly the kind
of infrared A-radiation that is used for medical curing
purposes and in wellness facilities as well.
Power consumption of any »Heater«-equipped
JUMBRELLA model with radiator performance set to
100 percent is 8 kW per operational hour. With the
»Heater« equipment in its basic edition, performance

below 100 percent can be set to 75, 50, or 25 percent
by switching off each one, two or three of the four
ON/OFF switches marked »H1« through »H4« inside
the »External Control Unit« (ECU). A two switches OFF
setting, for instance, may make sense in the event
that only one half of the seating area underneath the
umbrella is occupied. Contrary to this, the upgraded
edition of the »Heater« equipment coming with both
a primary ECU and its interconnected »External DimControl Unit« (EDCU) enables the infinitely variable
control of each individual radiator within its range
from zero to 2,000 watts if the superposed collective switch inside the primary ECU is set to ON. The
upgraded equipment allows the operator to be flexible
in adapting the intensity of radiators to the wishes of
guests underneath the JUMBRELLA.
1 A 5 by 5-metre square JUMBRELLA equipped with
both »Light« and »Heater«.
2 Swift mount with fixed IP65 infrared radiator unit.
3 Visual effect of the active radiator in the structure.
4 E-collar with flush sockets; radiator connectors
plugged in.
5 Basic »External Control Unit« (ECU) of the »Heater«
equipment (basic edition); input: 1 x 400V/3-phase,
output: 4 x or, if »Light« involved, 5 x 230/240V AC.
6 Primary ECU-associated »External Dim-Control
Unit« (EDCU) of the upgraded »Heater« equipment.
– ”ZONE” = radiator.
7 »Asymmetric Universal Underground Console«
# CHIRA-0451 or -1451 with waterproof E-distributor
terminal. – Small picture: E-terminal as solid ”traffic
cover” screwed off.
2

OPTION 4: BAHAMA® »Heater« –
for installation of any heater-equipped JUMBRELLA
model to be installed in a TÜV-certified special mobile foot.
This TÜV-certified solution of ”mobile installation” of
heater-equipped JUMBRELLAs has been developed for
cases in which either the nature of the terrace ground
(example: car park underneath) does not admit, or the
private or public estate owner refuses to permit, the
construction of in-ground concrete foundations, nor
power supply cables to be laid in ground. Municipal
estate owners, for instance, use to keep restaurant
operators applying for approval of (semi-)permanent
and even mobile installations waiting for months, in
many cases for years.
In such connexion, it may be of relevance that basicly
»Heater«-equipped JUMBRELLA structures that were
originally installed mobile with a view to be relocated
in future can be reinstalled (semi-)permanent at any
later time without requiring factory remodification
nor exchange of the ECU/EDCU. Consequently, nothing
but the »Asymmetric Universal Underground Footing«
set(s) is(are) the component(s) that must be procured
new to enable construction of the respective inground concrete foundations for reinstallation of the
structure(s).

18

8 Footing complex of a heater-equipped JUMBRELLA
installed mobile in its TÜV-certified factory-modified
U333-type »Portable Universal Foot« with power supply cable laid on ground. The design of the electromechanical coupling underneath the cassette of the
foot – protected from surface water penetration – is
neither visible nor accessible. The special on-ground
power supply cable (from ECU/EDCU to the location
of the JUMBRELLA) is an extra to the equipment per
option 4 since its required length is to be assessed by
orderer/operator. Protective rail material covering the
on-ground cable to be procured by orderer/user.
9 Insight into the frame cassette of a portable
U333-type foot modified to the TÜV Amendment
certifying its usage in conjunction with any BAHAMA®
Heater-equipped JUMBRELLA structure: Opposed of
the factory-fixed multi-pole E-coupling, special onground power supply cable (black in picture) is an extra to the option 4 since its required length (measured
between location of ECU/EDCU and the location of
the JUMBRELLA) is to be assessed (and avised for
completion to the factory) by orderer/operator.
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OPTION 5: BAHAMA® »Sound«.
Selected background music coming out of the Jumbrellas
to create the ideal atmosphere on any outdoor dining terrace.
BAHAMA® JUMBRELLA models are most probably the
only umbrella structures worldwide that can be ordered to come with an optional built-in (non-retrofittable)
speaker system. Like with the options 2, 3 and/or 4, all
necessary wirings are factory-fixed inside the telescopic
major pole of the JUMBRELLA structure and are thus neither visible nor accessible from outside the umbrella. The
frame-associated primary »stage-I« design of the option
5 equipment allows to select the »final stage-II« speaker
unit (one is included in the standard supply scope of the
equipment) to be engaged and connected in either one
of totally four symmetrically allocated standard positions
inside the structural frame. Technically, the BAHAMA®
»Sound« equipment may either be the only one (within a
JUMBRELLA unit) or be ordered in addition to the options
2 »Light« and/or 3 (4) »Heater«.
Any »Sound« equipment is available in two basicly different speaker editions: either ”Standard” or BOSE. If stereo
operation is intended or desired basicly, latter is unquestionably more suitable since BOSE speakers are commonly
renowned to deliver an unsurpassed sound quality. Both
”Standard” and BOSE-type speakers are laid out and
approved to be used in humid outdoor conditions. Any
»Heater«-equipped JUMBRELLA presupposes that the
orderer/operator has an externally allocated/installed pickup & amplifier equipment at his disposal that is suitable

to feed to the umbrella-associated »Sound« system. Since
the frame-integrated primary »stage-I« wiring and socket
system has been laid out to allow both mono and stereo
operation, it requires just one »final stage-II« speaker unit
to be ordered in addition to the standard option 5 equipment to enable stereo operation. Within a group of two,
three or more JUMBRELLAs (example: 4 equal-size square
structures in ”big-square” configuration), stereo sound
quality may be achieved also by equipping just two of the
structures with the optional BAHAMA® »Sound« system.
The readily preassembled »final stage-II« unit of the
»Heater« equipment comprises the mechanical swift
mount, the speaker unit, and its fixed-length connecting
cord with plug.

3

1 »Final stage-II« speaker unit (BOSE-edition) in its
operational position.
2 »Final stage-II« speaker unit as being adjusted in the
receiving console on stretcher. Black cap bolt to secure.
3 Blue sound plugs to show the four symmetrically
allocated positions either one of which may be selected
for the position of the »Final stage-II« speaker unit. All
sockets in the E-ring console are flush.
4 »Final stage-II« speaker unit (”Standard” edition) in its
operational position.

1

4
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OPTION 6: BAHAMA® »TVR« –
designed to link same-size square or rectangular Jumbrellas
with each other so to obtain a coherent larger rain shelter.
The optional equipment »TVR« (abbr. of the original
German designation) designates both system and device
of the »Textile linking & draining gutter« that has been
designed to elasticly link one or more same-size square
or rectangular-canopy JUMBRELLAs with each other by
means of a specially cut & manufactured gutterlike fabric
element that drains the collected rainwater in either one
or the opposite direction, relative to how you suspend
the gutter element to the factory-modified frames of the
umbrellas installed adjacent to each other. With rectangular canopy-shaped umbrellas, the »TVR« system is confined
to the linkage of same length roof edges.
All folding frames of the JUMBRELLAs to be linked
with each other are factory-premodified to enable the
gutter element to be engaged and adjusted on orderer’s/
operator’s site. This factory premodification (forming part
of the »TVR« equipment) is not retrofittable unless the
frames concerned are sent back to the factory for modification. Contrary to that and, supposed the structures
were ordered & supplied with factory-premodified folding

frames, the linking gutter element itself can be ordered
& supplied at any time later. Special armatures enable
the element to be adjusted carefully so that it stays free
from slacks that might otherwise impede or prevent the
drainage between the roofs of the umbrellas linked with
each other.
»TVR«-equipped JUMBRELLAs, particularly if intended
to be installed permanent in row configuration, require
that the ground slope or pitch along and through their
common centre axis does not exceed approx. : ”... flush
with finished ground level” ±0.5 percent. If it does, the
respective in-ground footings must – unless on public
ground – be set with their tops either level in the sense
that they get aligned with one absolutely horizontal line
related to the peak level of the building ground, or to a
fictitious 0.5 percent slope/pitch even though this in turn
may appear contradictory to the instruction: ”... flush with
finished ground level” in the factory’s foundation drawing
coming with the in-ground footing devices.
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Surface Finishes

•

Design and Functional Criteria • Materials •
Membrane Fabric and Editions • Model Specifications

Design of the JUMBRELLA.

High-quality materials

All JUMBRELLA models have been certified by
the German TÜV authorities. Due to their mass
centre-balanced servo-assisted kinematic
design (int’l pat. reg.), their frame-related
operation is fail-safe and free of maintenance.
Another advantage of this driveless folding/unfolding design is the JUMBRELLA’s comparatively low overall elevation in closed condition
and, consequently, in its package length for
shipping.

All modular-design members of the structural folding frame are made of specially
chambered extruded aluminium profiles and
CNC-machined solid-aluminium components.
All assembly and functional elements are in
standard V2A or, as an optional ”maritime”
frame edition, in V4A stainless steel. Static
components such as built-in slider bearings
are made of self-lubricating, non-hygroscopic
synthetic resin material.

With the exception of the super large »CXL«
model, all JUMBRELLA models are built on a
telescope-like (exterior) major pole of 80 mm
in diameter. When in open configuration, the
umbrella is a typical plane load-bearing structure with compressional and tension members
in perfect balance of spatial pretension which
latter builds up progressively by consecutively
activating a pretensioning and an after-tensioning latch. Either latch has its flush cylinder
lock to prevent unauthorized hands from manipulating the umbrella’s ideal configuration.

Surface finish
Prior to assembling any folding frame, all of
its aluminium members and components are
PES powder-coated in standard white (RAL
9016) and are baked at >200° C. This finish
is resistant to salt-laden humid air as well as
to oceanic seawater. Optional frame coatings
in any RAL colour shade other than standard
white are available on request.

Standard membrane fabric
JUMBRELLA membranes are made of
»betex®05« high-tech polyester fabric material
which has been acrylate-coated transparent

»Contemporary« edition # -60: Membrane without valance

»Traditional« edition # -90: Membrane with (display-type) valance
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on the printable upside (the one exposed to
weathering). It’s a peculiarity of this fabric
that it’s outspokenly dust/dirt-repellent and,
to a certain extent, even self-cleansing. It’s
specifications in factory-new condition are:
Weight to DIN 53854: >200 g/m²
Resistance to water pressure to DIN 53886:
>100 hPa [equiv. to 1,000 mm water column]
Fastness to light to DIN 54004: Grade 6-8,
varying with the very colour shade of the fabric
[grade 8 = best achievable in scale]
Fastness to weathering to DIN 54071: Grade
6-8, varying with the very colour shade of the
fabric [grade 8 = best achievable in scale]
Max. tensile strength to DIN 53857/1:
>160 daN in warp, >120 daN in weft –
based each on a 50 mm wide specimen
Tear strength to DIN 53356:
>5 daN in warp, >6 daN in weft
Translucency: Depending on the very colour
shade, »betex®05« is strongly light-transmitting.

22 standard plain colour shades
Please refer to the currently valid BAHAMA®/
»betex®05« Fabric & Colour Shade Selector.

4.50
Ø=

≈ 3.11 m*

≈ 3.11 m*

≈ 2.30 m*

≈ 2.97 m*

≈ 2.25 m*

≈ 2.27 m*

4,62 m

# C3040
Ø 4.00 m
= 12.00 m2

# C3045
Ø 4.50 m
= 15.00 m2

# C3050
Ø 5.00 m
= 19.00 m2

Overall elevation AFGL / CLOSED
Furniture clearance during transition
Transport package by Ø x length
Erection / handling weight (nett)
Shipping weight (gross)
Max. allowable wind / OPEN**

≈ 3.70 m*
≈ 1.50 m*
≈ 0.36 x 3.92 m
≈ 40 kg
≈ 61 kg
95 km/h** (Beauf. 10)

≈ 3.85 m*
≈ 1.40 m*
≈ 0.36 x 3.92 m
≈ 45 kg
≈ 66 kg
95 km/h** (Beauf. 10)

≈ 3.85 m*
≈ 1.15 m*
≈ 0.36 x 3.92 m
≈ 53 kg
≈ 74 kg
88 km/h** (Beauf. 9)

4.50 m

3.53 m

4.00 m

MODEL

≈ 2.30 m*

4.50 m

≈ 3.11 m*

≈ 2.31 m*

4.00 m

≈ 3.11 m*

≈ 2.26 m*

3.53 m

# C3145
 4.50 m
= 20.00 m2

Overall elevation AFGL / CLOSED
Furniture clearance during transition
Transport package by Ø x length
Erection / handling weight (nett)
Shipping weight (gross)
Max. allowable wind / OPEN**

≈ 3.85 m*
≈ 1.19 m*
ca. 0.36 x 3.92 m
≈ 42 kg
≈ 63 kg
95 km/h** (Beauf. 10)

≈ 3.75 m*
≈ 0.80/1.59 m*
≈ 0.36 x 3.92 m
≈ 45 kg
≈ 66 kg
88 km/h** (Beauf. 9)

≈ 3.85 m*
≈ 0.54/1.44 m*
≈ 0.36 x 3.92 m
≈ 56 kg
≈ 77 kg
74 km/h** (Beauf. 8)

Head clearance
in periphery

# C3140
 4.00 m
= 16.00 m2

Max. unfolded elevation

# C3135
 3.50 m
= 12.00 m2

Max. folded elevation

MODEL

Furniture
clearance

m

Ø=

4.16 m
ca. 3.11 m*

3.70 m

5.00

* All model-associated vertical measurements* refer to
finished ground level and are subject to permanent
installations by means of the »Universal In-Ground Sleeve«,
»Asymmetric Universal Underground Console«, »3-piece
In-Ground Base Console« and/or »Octagonal On-Deck
Base«. Add another 6 to 11 cm each to all indicated
vertical measurements* if any JUMBRELLA model is going
or intended to be installed in its levellable original
»Portable (relocatable) Universal [h.-w.] Foot«. The
eventually actual total cm amount that may have to be
added depends on the locally given finished ground

≈ 3.11 m*

Ø=

m

1.91 m

m

1.72 m

1.53 m

4.00

level (even or on slope) as well as on precisely plumbing
the centre pole.
** How to proceed if faced with public (TV, radio,
webmet) significant-wind forecasts? – The »max.
allowable wind/OPEN«** i.e. peak gust load value indicated
in km/h as published herein for the unfolded =
tensioned configuration of each individual JUMBRELLA
model is c o n f i n e d t o p e r m a n e n t installation.
Any and all warranted wind limits herein are subject
to wind acting on the unfolded & tensioned JUMBRELLA
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6.30
ØØ==

5.17 m

7.00
Ø=

≈ 3.72 m*

≈ 3.52 m*

≈ 2.53 m*

6.43 m

≈ 2.45 m*

≈ 3.16 m*

≈ 2.27 m*

5.80 m

# C3070
Ø 7.00 m
= 36.00 m2

≈ 3.87 m*
≈ 0.90 m*
≈ 0.36 x 3.92 m
≈ 65 kg
≈ 87 kg
74 km/h** (Beauf. 8)

≈ 4.26 m*
≈ 0.95 m*
≈ 0.43 x 4.37 m
≈ 77 kg
≈ 103 kg
48 km/h** (Beauf. 6)

≈ 4.46 m*
≈ 0.85 m*
≈ 0.43 x 4.57 m
≈ 90 kg
≈ 116 kg
38 km/h** (Beauf. 5)

3.75 m

3.00 m

≈ 2.52 m*

6.00 m

≈ 3.18 m*

≈ 2.30 m*

5.00 m

≈ 3.00 m*

≈ 2.26 m*

4.00 m

≈ 3.31 m*

≈ 2.40 m*

4.50 m

# C3063
Ø 6.30 m
= 29.00 m2

5.00 m

# C3060
Ø 5.60 m
= 24.00 m2

5.00 m

# C3150NNK
 5.00 m
= 25.00 m2

# C8-3140/30
 4.00 x 3.00 m
= 12.00 m2

# C10-3150/375
 5.00 x 3.75 m
= 19.00 m2

# C12-3160/45
 6.00 x 4.50 m
= 27.00 m2

≈ 4.01 m*
≈ 0.38/1.37 m*
≈ 0.41 x 4.17 m
≈ 75 kg
≈ 100 kg
74 km/h** (Beauf. 8)

≈ 3.76 m*
≈ 1.11 m*
≈ 0.41 x 3.90 m
≈ 50 kg
≈ 76 kg
88 km/h** (Beauf. 9)

≈ 4.16 m*
≈ 0.92 m*
≈ 0.43 x 4.37 m
≈ 64 kg
≈ 90 kg
74 km/h** (Beauf. 8)

≈ 4.75 m*
≈ 0.86 m*
≈ 0.46 x 4.90 m
≈ 80 kg
≈ 114 kg
50 km/h** (Beauf. 6/7)

If the JUMBRELLA is, or is intended to be, installed in
its original Portable (relocatable) Universal Foot,
its »max. allowable wind/OPEN« ** limit as published
herein is to be assumed reduced by no less than 25
per cent.
structure more or less horizontally, n o t to so called
rotors i.e. vertically acting aerodynamic turbulences as
these may occur on roof tops, at or above of scarps, or
in squall lines followed by upcoming thunderstorms,
generally.

m

The primary purpose of publishing model-related »max.
allowable wind/OPEN« ** limits is to provide the responsible user/operator with an estimation of how to interpret
continually repeated public significant-wind forecasts as
these use to be broadcast on TV and radio again and again
during no less than the 24 to 48 hours that precede
the significant wind situation said to come up:
If wind velocity forecast exceeds 90% or, in case of
mobile (relocatable) installation, 65% of the »max.
allowable wind/OPEN« ** limit, the user/operator should

≈ 3.58 m*

Ø=

m

2.65 m

m

2.39 m

2.14 m

5.60

refold, secure and strap the JUMBRELLA in accordance with
the manufacturer’s Illustrated Instructions # C-01/12
Manual timely in advance of the time at which the storm
is being forecast to come up. ”Timely” meaning under
such circumstances: a couple of hours ahead. Under no
circumstances shall the user/operator in charge enter into
the risk of waiting until the storm is actually coming up
since this would be too late to get the umbrella structure ”tamed” and thus to prevent textile and/or structural
damages, not to speak of possible bodily injuries which
an operator might suffer.
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BAHAMA® EVENT : m 4.0 x 4.0 m »contemporary«

Architectural line BAHAMA® LARGO : m 8.0 x 8.0 m
Architectural line BAHAMA® MAGNUM : m 8.0 x 8.0 m

BAHAMA® factory at D-51580 Reichshof-Wehnrath (Cologne area) — Its ground space including outdoor exhibition totals some 26,000 m².

Designers & Manufacturers – since 1950:

BECHER Textil- & Stahlbau GmbH
Gewerbeparkstrasse 34
D-51580 Reichshof-Wehnrath (Cologne distr.)
Tel.: +49-2265-998-0
Fax: +49-2265-998-300
export@bahama-jumbrella.de
www.bahama.de

National BAHAMA® source:

www.ahrens-werbung.de

This publication including its contents and makeup – in whole or in excerpt – shall not be copied or duplicated, nor be otherwise reproduced or made use of by whatever kind of means or actions without prior written authorization by BECHER Textil- & Stahlbau GmbH, Germany. – Re-edited & printed in Germany 04/2012.

1980-2012 BECHER Textil- & Stahlbau GmbH, Germany. – Any and all product & model-related data herein are subject to change or amendment without prior notice. Any and all EVENT brochure editions released by the BAHAMA® manufacturer before February 2010, loose their validity with immediate effect.
©BAHAMA®
is an internationally Registered Trademark of BECHER Textil- & Stahlbau GmbH, Germany. The kinematic, functional and mechanical design of the BAHAMA® JUMBRELLA structures is subject to internationally Registered Patents owned by BECHER Textil- & Stahlbau GmbH, Germany.

BAHAMA® JUMBRELLA CXL : Ø 7.00 m »traditional«

